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In this paper, we propose a least square support vector machine (LSSVM) model to predict ocean wave elevations in
a random sea state. The frequency and time domain characteristics of historical wave data were both considered in the
proposed model. The wave data following a JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave Project) spectrum measured through an
indoor wave tank experiment were used for the study. The measured time series were transformed to the frequency domain
by the fast Fourier transform and divided into five bands by a filtering method. With the time series corresponding to
each band, the LSSVM model was trained separately and used to predict future time series. The proposed model is shown
to greatly extend the prediction time length, making it more effective for the application of short-term real-time wave
prediction. Both wave elevations and wave forces were studied as applications of the model.

INTRODUCTION

Real ocean waves can be characterized as irregular, random,
and highly nonlinear. Although theoretical and numerical models
have long been developed to understand the behavior of ocean
waves, it remains a challenge to make real-time predictions. A
variety of prediction methods have been developed. For compu-
tational models, wave parameters are simulated and predicted by
solving equations based on theoretical models, such as the wave
model proposed by the Wamdi Group (1988). This method could
make good predictions for waves in deep-sea areas, but it has
certain limitations of application for nearshore areas with com-
plex terrain. In recent years, artificial intelligence methods such as
machine learning techniques have attracted much attention from
researchers in various fields because the emergence of these meth-
ods effectively makes up for the shortcomings of conventional
prediction methods. The machine learning (ML) method could
make statistical predictions based on historical data, which has
been widely applied in the prediction of energy consumption, traf-
fic flow, rainfall, stock price and other fields, and has great poten-
tial in marine engineering applications (Gopinath and Dwarakish,
2015).

The ML technique becomes an alternative to predict the time
history of surface wave elevations as in many other fields.
Although the wave propagation in the time domain is nonlinear,
waves are not completely “random” and can be predicted within
a certain range of accuracy error. The artificial neural network
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(ANN) was widely used in early studies of wave prediction. Deo
and Chaudhari (1998) utilized ANN technology to predict tides at
three different locations on the east coast and west coast of India.
Makarynskyy et al. (2005) used ANN to predict wave heights and
periods 3, 6, 12, and 24 h in advance on the west coast of Por-
tugal. Kalra and Deo (2007) estimated the effective wave height,
average wave period, and wind speed in coastal areas through
ANN based on the values collected from 19 offshore sites. To
deal with the problem that simple feedforward neural networks
cannot consider the long-term dependence on time series, recur-
rent neural networks (RNNs) have been developed, which store
the information of past values (Williams and Zipser, 1989).

However, the very long training period of a model may cause
the ANN method to overfit and make the prediction result fall into
the local optimum, which is detrimental to the prediction result.
Compared with the ANN method, the support vector machine
(SVM) method has a solid theoretical ground and does not come
with problems such as probability measurement and the law of
large numbers. The SVM is essentially different from the exist-
ing statistical methods. Mohandes et al. (2004) used the SVM
method for wind speed prediction. Asefa et al. (2006) used the
SVM method to make a current prediction of complex ocean con-
ditions. Salcedo-Sanz et al. (2011) adopted the SVM method to
carry out wind speed prediction for wind turbines on wind farms.
Raghavendra and Deka (2014) elaborated the application of SVM
in the field of hydrology and pointed out that its ability to predict
the atmospheric and marine environment had been widely recog-
nized by the community. Mahjoobi and Mosabbeb (2009) used
the support vector regression (SVR) method to develop an effec-
tive prediction model for ocean wave height. Ma et al. (2018) uti-
lized the least square SVM (LSSVM) method to carry out model
training and data prediction for two sets of real ocean waves with
typical wave periods of 8.7 s and 11.8 s. The authors were able
to make accurate real-time iterative predictions of wave elevation.
To summarize, ML methods have been widely used in ocean wave
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